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Space exploration robotics has been a vibrant and active research area ever since the beginning of 

the human spaceflight program. A variety of satellites, probes, landers, and rovers have explored various 

celestial bodies within our solar system. Future robotic exploration missions though will require advances 

in specific capabilities to enable human exploration to reach farther. To successfully support crewed 

exploration on Mars, multiple launches spread over a period of years will be required to predeploy the 

necessary equipment, habitats, and supplies. These predeployed assets will need to be maintained over the 

years to ensure their availability and functionality for the crew when they arrive to complete their scientific 

objectives. Because the predeployed assets are designed to be used by astronauts, a robot in humanoid form 

is most likely to be able to complete generic maintenance and support tasks that arise during the course of 

the mission. 

The Space Robotics Challenge is a NASA Centennial Challenge in which teams will compete in a 

virtual challenge first, demonstrating competency with mobility, manipulation, and perception tasks on a 

virtual Valkyrie robot. Robust bipedal locomotion in unstructured environments is needed to enable the 

completion the SRC tasks, in the short term, and similar tasks in future robotic missions to Mars. At the 

current state of the art, bipedal humanoid robot locomotion is largely successful in well-known, structured 

environments with flat, non-deformable footholds. However by its nature, exploration domains are full of 

unstructured and uncertain environments and can include areas with deformable terrains, such as sand or 

dirt. Utilizing current approaches and methods, humanoid robots lack the robustness to navigate such a 

domain as demonstrated by the spectacular falls of many robots at the DARPA Robotics Challenge Finals 

on the sandy terrain. 

The work we present focuses on classification of the ground type which can be leveraged to 

improve the stability of humanoid robots on deformable terrain. One way to accomplish this is by estimating 

the ground properties using proprioceptive sensor feedback from the foot of the robot. We present our 

experimental procedures in detail and data with NASA’s humanoid robot, Valkyrie, performing a set of 

pre-specified motions on different terrains, including concrete, foam, mulch, rubber and sand. A relative 

stiffness for each terrain is modelled based on the experimental data resulting in the prediction of the ground 

type. We will also present our ongoing work on stability analysis of different step size selection on 

deformable terrains. A comparison of COM trajectory projection on support polygon of Valkyrie walking 

on solid ground and deformable terrains with different step size will be presented. From this comparison, it 

is worth noting that an uncentered COM position may cause deformation of support polygon, which should 

be avoided. We will present our approaching of adjusting the COM position by selecting proper step size 

and transit time on deformable terrain. We expect the experimental data gathered in our laboratory setting 

can be used to design and improve the controllers for traversing different types of terrain. 

By analyzing the video of Valkyrie falling on foam, we found one possible reason why COM 

deviate far away from the center of support polygon with longer step size. When Valkyrie walks on 

deformable terrain, she took the sunken lowered surface as the ground, while the robot’s swing foot will 

get in touch with un-deformed higher surface earlier in actual. Since Valkyrie plans a farther COM 

trajectory based on the lower ground, a deviation happens. Experiments are needed to verify this assumption. 


